Introduction
In the late 1970s, China dramatically reduced its foreign assistance to nations on the African continent and did not restart its giving in a meaningful way until the 1990s and after. The cutback in aid to African nations was much starker than other regions mainly because Africa was more distant and hence China's security and other interests there were less vital. In addition, China's support for wars of national liberation, which had earlier motivated China's aid giving in Africa more than other areas, was ended. Finally, China no longer wished to help socialist regimes of which there were many in Africa.
When China reignited its foreign assistance to African countries its guidelines (or approaches) and goals were vastly different from phase one. Foreign assistance agreements became much larger, especially investments. Much more aid was pledged for the purpose of gaining access to energy and natural resources and for opening markets to Chinese products.
However, compared to period one, China's arms aid declined markedly in importance. Also after 2008, China was less interested in isolating Taiwan (having already accomplished that). Yet getting support for China's foreign policy in the United Nations and elsewhere remained important; in particular Beijing wanted support for its positions on governance, human rights, economic development, and some other issues. African countries were generally receptive. China purveyed some assistance through international organizations; however, most of it was given bilaterally or through regional organizations wherein China was involved. China's dealings with Africa saw these changes apply. Unlike China's foreign aid to African countries during period one, much of China's foreign assistance in very recent years (especially if aid is seen to include investments) has consisted of huge pledges that do not specify country recipients. In many cases the details were to be worked out later. Large amounts of Chinese money went to create economic zones. In addition, considerable aid has been given in the form of debt cancelation. Finally, China lowered its tariffs to African countries to allow them market access to facilitate their economic development and/or to reduce serious trade imbalances.
China's foreign assistance has facilitated economic growth in recipient countries in Africa much more than was the case during phase one. In fact, observers credit China's aid and investments with the unprecedented economic growth Africa has witnessed of late. Meanwhile, China has been competing with the West in the financial help it has offered African countries; in recent years it has been much more competitive by it not only being generous and giving aid without conditions, but also its magnitude has outpaced others. No longer is China "run out" of African countries by larger donations from the United States or the Soviet Union, or any other country. China is seen as a big donor-by many, as the biggest.
Western countries and various international bodies have been critical of Chinese aid to Africa more than elsewhere, to some degree out of resentment of China being a newcomer with large financial resources, but also because China has not abided by their rules. In some cases because China has set its own rules. Or because China eschews policies that link assistance to human rights and governance. China is also big risk taker in extending aid and investments to gain resources and to build projects where there are serious obstacles and risks.
African countries, especially their leaders, have praised China's foreign aid and investments, often profusely, saying that China has truly helped countries on the continent to develop economically, that its financial help is unencumbered by unreasonable delays and conditions, and is, in short, more efficient. Local citizens have expressed gratitude for Chinese aid, but have also, at times (more frequently than their leaders), found fault with it.
China's New Africa Policies and Foreign Aid
Before examining China's foreign aid and investments extended to African countries during period two, it is instructive to look at China's new and much changed Africa policy that evolved prior to and during this time. This will serve as the basis to understand China's revised foreign assistance policies: its large but vague aid pledges (that have to be taken seriously as they are being fulfilled and no doubt will continue to be); how its aid and
